**Godin Passion RG-3**

**FROM THE Godin Premier Atelier**

The Passion RG-3 is a dream for the single-coil lover. Handcrafted using superior tone woods in the Godin Premier Atelier in Richmond Quebec. These guitars represent a culmination of Robert Godin’s hands on expertise, vision and dedication to innovation and above all...his Passion for Guitar Building.

**Model**
- RG-3 Cedar Body with Mahogany Top MN
- RG-3 Cedar Body with Mahogany Top RN
- RG-3 Spruce Body with SA Flame Maple Top MN
- RG-3 Spruce Body with SA Flame Maple Top RN

Includes Godin Tour case & gig bag featuring heavy duty handles & roller wheels

**Specs**
- Hard Rock Maple neck
- Ergocut Rosewood or Maple Fingebord - 12" (300 mm) Fingebord radius - 25 1/2" (647.5 mm) Scale - 1 11/16" (43 mm) Nut width
- Lightweight Multi-chambered body with 5 tuned Synchronized Resonance Chambers
- Inlay Pickguard - Smoked Binding
- Hard wood back plates
- Godin High-Definition Revoicer
- 3x Godin GG-3 Single-coil with extra large pole pieces
- Godin Vintage Tremolo Bridge with Stainless steel Saddles
- Gotoh 510 High ratio 18:1 machine heads
- 5-Way switch, 1x Volume, 1x Tone

**High-Definition Revoicer (H.D.R.)**

The H.D.R. revoices and augments the frequency range of each pickup.

Allows the player to go from passive to active pickups with the simple push of a button.

Provides extra bite, dynamic response and redefines the character of each pickup.

It’s like having 2 sets of pickups in 1 guitar providing 5 pure passive tones + 5 pure active tones.

**Pickup Configurations**

Pos. 1 - A
Pos. 2 - A, B
Pos. 3 - B
Pos. 4 - B, C
Pos. 5 - C

Made in Canada

www.godinguitars.com